ADDENDUM #2 – The Carver Street Extension Project ST-257
July 13, 2015
The city is pleased to receive bids for the construction of the Carver Street Extension.
An array of questions are addressed in this addendum; please see below.
NOTE: a signed copy of this addendum is required as part of the construction bid,
with authorized signature and date on the last page. Thank you for your efforts; we
look forward to opening your bid on bid day.
Regards,
Brian Ruff, Project Manager
Horvath Associates, P.A.
1. I wanted to ask about the line item 94-Drilled Pier Foundation (2) CY. Should that be (2)
EA or possibly (20) CY?
a. Per John Davenport Engineering, Inc., the quantity should be (2) EACH. The NCDOT
standard specifications have the contractor paid per CY of concrete poured (with
reinforcing steel as incidental). The amount of concrete needed cannot be determined
until the results of the soil tests (line 93) are evaluated. At that point, the metal pole
supplier is responsible for submitting pole and foundations designs to NCDOT for a
separate approval. The foundation design will determine the amount of concrete
needed. At this point, however, a contractor submitting a bid must use their own
estimate.
b. BIDDER TO CHANGE THE UNIT FOR ITEM #94 FROM “CY” TO “EACH”

2. Do you have one CAD file with everything on it, existing and proposed grades, tree
fence, silt fence, tree line, etc.
a. See the file on the FTP site titled “Surveyed-Topo-0803-11.”
3. The plans show an existing Controller & Cabinet. That would be the case for the plans
showing the mast arm poles but not the Temporary Phase 1 sheet. Also, the signal
ahead sign is shown as existing on these plans as well. Is this correct?
a. Per John Davenport Engineering, Inc., The signal plans (temporary and final) in the
bid package are correct with respect to how the cabinet & controller are shown.
There is a currently existing signal at this location using NCDOT’s standard 2070
controller. The temporary signal plans propose to continue using the existing signal
control equipment during the construction phases. At the end of the project, this
signal will be incorporated into the City of Durham’s signal system, so the final design
shows the controller as new with a line item in the quantities for ‘Controller Retrofit’ to
replace the existing NCDOT-type controller with one compatible with Durham’s
system.
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b. Also, the signal ahead sign is also part of the currently existing signal installation and is carried
through as existing on both the temporary and final signal designs.
4. I know we are awaiting Addendum #2, is there any chance that the bid date may be pushed back
in this addendum? We have had some things get backed up on our bid schedule and want to
ensure we have sufficient time to get a bid in for this project.
a. Please be advised the BID OPENING for Carver Street Extension is postponed to 100 PM
August 6, 2015, in Conference Room 3B of City Hall Public Works Department.
5. I see a line item for Temporary Signal Installation. Please explain. I don’t see it mentioned in the
specs or plans. I assume the [signal] quantities will be revised. Let me know.
a. A temporary signal installation is required for this project and is included in the bid as Line Item
#78. The attached preliminary drawings for this temporary signal at Old Oxford and Hamlin
have been prepared by John Davenport Engineering, Inc., and are currently submitted to the
NCDOT for a temporary signal permit for this project; the plans are subject to change at this
time. Finalized drawings for the temporary signal are intended to be completed upon NCDOT
review and approval and provided to the contractor. It is intended for the temporary signal
permit to be issued in time for the project.
b. Per John Davenport Engineering, Inc., estimated quantities for the Temporary Signal are as
follows, but will not be itemized on the bid form. The following is for your information, but is
subject to change.

c.

i.
Signal quantities for the bid will remain as-is except for Line Item #94; refer to point 1 of this
addendum.

6. I’d like to clarify the sign erection. It does not note “contractor supplied” on the line items as
they may be used to seeing on a DOT project. Please clarify if the City is providing the signs for
installation and the subcontractor just installs the signs on the contractor supplied post? Or
does the contractor need to carry cost of each type of sign & post?
a. Contractor furnishes all labor and materials.
7. Addendum No. 2 Receipt is Acknowledged – This form to be submitted with BID.
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